Advancing Educator Learning with On-Demand Online Support

Get first-hand access to Scholastic’s latest online professional learning trainings and resources to support your teaching and learning goals.

Get Started Today!

Guided Reading: From Planning to Promise

In this self-paced online course, educators will build an essential understanding of how to plan and effectively teach small-group guided reading lessons. Participants will read articles, engage in interactive learning, write lesson plans, and evaluate the effectiveness of sample guided reading lessons. They will walk away able to guide and support students as they practice new reading skills and strategies.

Do your new teachers need a foundational understanding of guided reading?

Do your more experienced teachers need a refresher course?

Enhance your guided reading initiative with this brand-new course for teachers!

See the back for in-depth learning outcomes to ensure that teachers obtain the building blocks to launch effective guided reading strategies and practices in their classrooms!

To request additional information or learn more about Scholastic Exchange, please contact Nicole Kupser, Account Executive, at NKupser@scholastic.com or 480-215-1483. scholastic.com/professional
Guided Reading: From Planning to Promise
Providing the building blocks for small-group guided reading instruction.

**Learning Outcomes**

**Module 1**
Getting Started with Guided Reading
- Define the components of guided reading instruction
- Explain why to use guided reading instruction
- Describe guided reading levels and text characteristics and reading behaviors to notice and support
- Group students for guided reading instruction

**Module 2**
Before Reading
- Describe the purpose of the before reading section of a guided reading lesson
- Provide engagement and scaffolds when introducing the guided reading text
- Select and introduce necessary phonics and vocabulary support
- Create a targeted and aligned instructional focus and purpose for reading
- Evaluate the before reading section of a guided reading lesson

**Module 3**
During Reading
- Describe the purpose and goals of the during reading section of a guided reading lesson
- Explain the conferring process
- Identify the reading support a student needs and select the right prompt or guide
- Evaluate the effectiveness of a during reading section of a guided reading lesson

**Module 4**
After Reading
- Describe the purpose and goals of the after reading section of a guided reading lesson
- Write within, about, and beyond the text discussion questions
- Facilitate student-to-student reading discussions
- Evaluate the effectiveness of the after reading section of a guided reading lesson

**Module 5**
Launch Logistics
- Use reading data to form guided reading groups
- Schedule and manage guided reading groups
- Plan and manage literacy workstations
- Launch guided reading

**Module 6**
Capstone Project
- Plan a guided reading lesson
- Teach a guided reading lesson
- Reflect on course learning
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Enhance your guided reading efforts! Sign up today!